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                Benefits of Using an Outdoor Car Cover

                
                    
                        
                            Outdoor car covers are a must-have for protecting your valuable investment. Designed to withstand the elements, they are suitable for all vehicles. We offer semi-custom covers that provide optimal protection while maintaining a sleek appearance. 

	Superior Protection 
	Preserve Appearance
	Cost-Effective Maintenance
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                How to Choose a Car Cover?

                
                    
    
        1

                

            


    
        Consider where you park your vehicle

        
            For starters, you may pick the right cover considering where you park your vehicle; there are different covers available for cars parked indoors and outdoors because these serve to protect the vehicle from specific elements depending on the parking area. 

So there are 2 major types of car covers, indoor and outdoor car covers.
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        Choose the level of protection you need

        
            Outdoor Car Covers: Outdoor car covers protect your car from the rain, dirt, UV rays and other elements of weather, as well as scratches and dents. Outdoor covers differ by their level of waterproofness, strength, weight and some other features, that you can see in the comparison chart. 

Indoor Car Covers: Indoor car covers protect your car from dust and scratches. The levels of protection you can find in the comparison chart in the down below.
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                            "I was super excited with a hassle-free installation of this indoor car cover, with its high level of protection against dust, scratches while my car parked  in the garage."                           
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                            "I purchased this wonderful cover for over three months ago. It's incredibly easy to fit onto the car, with wind buckles and clips ensuring a secure attachment. The car cover provides protection against knocks and dust, whether stored in the garage or parked outside."                           
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                            "The cover fits the car really well, is extremely soft, and comes with a great carrying case. I would definitely recommend it to anyone requiring reliable protection for their cars indoors."                           
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                                                                        	Has elasticated front and rear hems to hold the cover in position securely
	Tailored to fit your car make and model
	Comes with 3-years warranty
	Easily cleaned
	It's dustproof, waterproof, sunproof, and rainproof
	The high-density material ensures maximum protection
	Comes with a storage bag
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	30 Days Returns
	Top Quality
	3 Years Warranty

                                

        
                                
                                Starting from 
                                
                                        ?
                                        Price may change depending on your vehicle  body type and dimensions
                                    

                                

                                £ 
                                    189
                                

                                                                
                                    Regular Price: 
                                     £ 
                                        
                                            375                                        
                                    
                                

                                
                                    You save: 
                                     £ 
                                        
                                            186                                                                        
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	 Is washable
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	 It offers one layer of protection with a super soft material
	 Comes with a storage bag
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                        Online now 
                    

                    Need help choosing your perfect cover?

                    Our specialists are ready to assist you!

                    
                        
                            Chat with us

                            We're available 24/7

                            Chat with us
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                            Drop us a line now
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                             Our experts are here to assist you
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            No disadvantages actually. I love the cover.         
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            It's a wonderful way of keeping the cars sparkling clean before the show. No speck of dust can make it through!         
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        07/03/2024

    

    
        
                        
                
                
                
                
                
            

            
                
                
                
                
                
            

        
    
        
  
    

    
        
            This is a great cover. Thick, waterproof, and durable. Exactly what I needed for my vehicle.         
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            The material is stretchy enough and the feel is nice.         
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            Just got the cover yesterday. Looks nice and soft. The delivery was prompt. I haven't had a chance to try it out yet, but I'll update my review as soon as I test it properly.         
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                               About Car Covers
 
                            
                        

                                                
                            
                               Quality is Guaranteed
 
                            
                        

                                                
                            
                               We Have a Range of Vehicle Covers
 
                            
                        

                                                
                            
                               Easy Site Navigation
 
                            
                        

                                                
                            
                               Best Outdoor Car Covers in the UK
 
                            
                        

                                            

                    
                                                
                                                             
                                Your car is a huge investment. You, therefore, have to put some work and money into protecting it and ensuring that it can serve you for the most extended period.

Excellent maintenance and care are equivalent to a more extended serving vehicle, and while there is a lot you can do to keep your car safe, the first and most crucial step is protecting it from the day-to-day harsh elements.
                                                           
                                                        Read More.....
                                                                
                                Regardless of the model or make, there are some conditions that your car will not take well. Take an example of the cold chilly nights when you have to leave your vehicle uncovered in the garage. It may seem okay after you wipe it and ready to go, but do you know that with time the moisture makes the car body wear gradually?

Luckily with us, you can protect your investment and pride with our car dust covers, ideal for both indoor and outdoor uses. We have car covers for different brands, all from classic cars, and super to modern vehicles. You can select from a range of not only quality but super affordable covers, all of which have been designed to suit every client’s specific needs.

We specialize in the manufacture of premium car covers in the UK to see our clients satisfied. Getting a car cover is the most recommendable way of protecting your vehicle’s exterior. The covers are helpful even for individuals with covered parking. The best part is that they are affordable and easy to carry around so you can use them wherever you go. We have an excellent range of waterproof car covers that can hold in all types of environments. They will keep your vehicle safe from discolorations and wearing out.
                                    
                            

                            Read Less.....
                                                        



                        

                                                
                                                             
                                With us, you are assured of the highest quality car covers in the UK – they can serve you for the most prolonged period and their intended purpose.

What’s more? They come at the best prices and you are guaranteed that what you get will exceed your expectations and the value of your money. We have dedicated our time to see our clients satisfied. The materials used are premium fabric, and we take our time to design something durable and reliable.
                                                           
                                                        



                        

                                                
                                                             
                                From small to big vehicles outdoor and indoor covers, we got everyone covered. Whether you are looking for a breathable, waterproof or double-stitched caravan cover, or you are just in need of a simple car seat cover, we got your back.

We also have heat-sealed types, all of which have been crafted to survive under all harsh conditions that the climate could throw at them. Our shop is a one-stop-shop which ensures that our clients can find any kind of covers that they may need, including a motorbike cover without moving from one store to the next to buy different types.
                                                           
                                                        



                        

                                                
                                                             
                                Our site has been designed to offer the most comfortable navigation possible. This allows our visitors to navigate through all pages and view all the covers available so they can choose one that fits their needs perfectly.

You no longer have to live in doubt. Get the peace of mind you deserve by getting a car protection cover from us and enjoy the numerous benefits that come with the decision. Our covers are not only designed to fit your vehicle perfectly but also have multiple layers for advanced safety to ensure that your investment’s safety is guaranteed. Contact us for further clarifications and let us help you make your order after listening to your needs.
                                                           
                                                        



                        

                                                
                                                             
                                At Auto Lover, we pride ourselves on providing the highest quality car covers to protect your vehicle from unwanted damage. A great car cover can save you time, frustration, and money by preventing the need for costly repairs. Especially in such humid weather as ours, it's important to research all the options available in the UK to ensure you get the best one. Make sure you choose a breathable car cover, to make sure no moisture is built up under it since it can cause rust and damage to your paintwork. Another important aspect to look out for is also the weight of the outdoor car cover and the packaging it comes in. 
                                                           
                                                        Read More.....
                                                                
                                You need something lightweight, that won’t take too much space in your boot, and can be easily removed and put back on. With us, all car protector covers come with at least a 1-year warranty and free shipping around the UK. Plus, you get many options for upgrade, such as custom fit, extra protection and logo/text addition.
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            Do You Hesitate What Type of Cover is Best for You?

            Check out Our Complete Guide on How to Choose Your Car Cover!
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                    Protect your vehicle from scratches and damages with our car covers. We have car covers for every taste and size in the UK. In case you don't find your perfect fit, we can also create a fully custom cover according to your dimensions. You can trust our 10 years of experience and dedicated service. Contact us today to make your order.
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                                [email protected]                            
                        

                                                
                            
                                [email protected]                            
                        

                        
                                                
                            71-75, Shelton Street
Covent Garden
London, WC2H 9JQ
United Kingdom
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        Car Covers Australia    


    
        Housse de Voiture    


    
        Car Covers USA    


    
        Autoabdeckung    


    
        Car Cover South Africa    
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    Contact Us


    Privacy Policy


    Return Policy


    Terms And Conditions


    Money Back Guarantee


    Price Match Guarantee


    Shipping Delivery


    Order Processing Policy


    Warranty


    FAQ‘s
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    Car Cover Complete Guide


    How to keep your car looking new
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    How to Wash Your Car Better 
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            We value your privacy

                
                    
                        We use cookies to enhance your browsing experience, serve personalized ads or content, and analyze our traffic. By clicking "Accept All", you consent to our use of cookies. Privacy Policy
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